
priced version
bathroom
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As a high street retailer in a competitive market, we understand that our 
customers have many choices on where to shop, both on the high street and 

online. With this in mind, we have designed and sourced a unique 
lighting range, which we are proud to offer our customers. We have 

historically offered a wide array of products, suitable for all needs and this 
new range is certainly no exception.

Whether you are looking for that unique statement piece with outstanding 
design, have a project to complete or just want something that is not run of 

the mill, then this catalogue will fill you with design ideas, the highest of 
quality products, and a huge range of over 1500 items. In fact, with a little bit 
of creativity the possibilities are endless. This catalogue has taken decades of 

experience, picking out inventive,  outstanding design concepts, not just as 
single products, but many ranges offering complementing suites of lighting 

to suit all your needs. From  traditional to modern and contemporary,  indoor 
and outdoor, this catalogue collection has everything to transform the

ambience of any residential or  commercial  environment.

We pride ourselves on offering a personalised service to all of our customers. 
We endeavour to provide that personal touch to ensure you are guided and 

advised to purchase the most appropriate lighting for your needs and have a 
professional experience. You can rest assured that you can contact us for any 

after sales service you may require, but most importantly the new
collective offers something for everyone at exceptional prices.

Whilst we hope you find our latest  collections inspiring,
we also value any customer feedback and

look forward to being of service to you.
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All information provided in this catalogue is approximate for 
guidance only and are subject to alteration and modification.

Goods supplied may vary in detail from the illustrations, 
drawing and descriptions as a result of improvements. Colour 

finishes will be maintained as accurately as possible, but 
matching cannot be guaranteed.

No part of this catalogue may be reproduced or modified 
without the written consent of respective copyright owners.  

E. & O. E.
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inspired by lighting

...let there be light



Images are not to scale

HL3377   NOW: £117.00
 ↕ 50 ↔ 460 ↦	95 (mm)   

2	x	Integral	LED	4W,	560lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

HL3378   NOW: £143.00
 ↕ 55 ↔ 610 ↦	100 (mm)   

2	x	Integral	LED	6W,	840lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP44

360o uniform 
illumination

curved design

can be
mounted in any 

direction

Belledonne
This slim sleek design, available in two sizes, creates an unassuming wall lamp with optimum 

illumination. The high powered integral 3000K LEDs combined with the IP44 rating and polished 
chrome/opal white colour finish, make it an ideal over mirror bathroom light whilst the curved 

shape also enables the fixture to be used as a modern picture light.
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BA
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Range Characteristics: 
3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable
3 Years Warranty

BA
TH

RO
OM

Range Characteristics: 
3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable
3 Years Warranty



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL3388   NOW: £176.00
 ↕ 405 ↔ 80 ↦	85 (mm)   

2	x	Integral	LED	5W,	700lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

HL3389   NOW: £315.00
 ↕ 750 ↔ 80 ↦	85 (mm)   

2	x	Integral	LED	10W,	1400lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP44

360o uniform 
illumination

stunning twist 
design

can be
mounted in any 

direction

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

347

Eveque
Offering a creative design which is appealing when both illuminated and not, this IP44 wall 
lamp collection takes two opal white tubular diffusers and intertwines them to produce a twist 
shape. When paired with the polished chrome metal framework a modern fixture is designed to 
inventively project the integral 3000K LEDs ideal for bathrooms.



Images are not to scale

HL3852   NOW: £180.00
 ↕ 385 ↔ 150 ↦	180 (mm)   

1 x E27 25W
 Titanium Silver/Polished Chrome/Clear

HL3853   NOW: £156.00
 ⌀ 150 ↕	270–1270 (mm)   

1 x E27 25W
 Titanium Silver/Polished Chrome/Clear

5IP

rubber
cable

satin nickel 
detail

up
 o
r d

ownward facing

Schwalbenkofel
This modern industrial design, which combines titanium silver and polished chrome colour 

finishes, presents a single pendant and wall lamp suitable for lone use or as a family. The 
unexpected twist of this range is that each item is IP65 rated allowing you to bring a traditionally 

indoor feature outdoors, ideal for your outdoor living area.
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Range Characteristics: 
Unique IP65 Concept
Attractive Colour Finish
2 Years Warranty



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

270o light 
output

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

4000K Natural White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

349

Cloutzau
This sleek tubular design is ideal for usage in bathrooms of any size. With an IP44 rating, the 
form inhabits a minimal area of space whilst still emitting a high powered 14W in a cool 4000K 
light, with an impressive lumen output. It’s polished chrome frame and opal white diffuser 
effectively complement the modern effect of this wall lamp.

HL3089   NOW: £90.00
 ↕ 50 ↔ 600 ↦	80 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 14W, 1120lm
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP44

can be
mounted in any 

direction



Images are not to scale

HL3826   NOW: £123.00
 ↕ 80 ↔ 80 ↦	55 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	1.8W,	70lm  d
 Black

HL3828   NOW: £150.00
 ↕ 80 ↔ 120 ↦	55 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	3.3W,	145lm  d
 Black

5IP

5mm glass plate

built in LED driver
sle

ek
 hidd

en mood light

Cornour
Recessed wall lights are ideal for outdoor areas such as lighting pathways, pool areas or gardens 

without causing obstruction. These fashionable IP65 rated fixtures are formed with modern, 
chic panes of black or white glass. The integral LEDs are set back at an angle to better direct the 

projection of light. Each colour is available in two sizes; a small square or a larger rectangle.
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Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL3829   NOW: £150.00
 ↕ 80 ↔ 120 ↦	55 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	3.3W,	145lm  d
 White

5IP

suitable
for indoor

&
outdoor use

50mm recess depth

HL3827   NOW: £123.00
 ↕ 80 ↔ 80 ↦	55 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	1.8W,	70lm  d
 White

sle
ek

 hidd
en mood light

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

351



Images are not to scale

HL3830   NOW: £188.00
 ⌀ 240 ↦	54 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 13W, 300lm
 Gloss Black

HL3831   NOW: £188.00
 ⌀ 240 ↦	54 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 13W, 300lm
 Gloss White

5IP

translucent
edge

gloss finish
resilient 

polycarbonate

BA
TH

RO
OM Orsiera

Available in a black or white colour, this flush outdoor wall lamp has a surround of integral LEDs 
producing an angelic Orsiera of illumination around the front plate. The IP65 rating is perfect 

for exterior areas as well as use within the home or workplace. The high gloss finish creates 
endearing translucent reflections of the compassing environment.
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Range Characteristics: 
3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable
3 Years Warranty



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL4312   NOW: £105.00
 ↕ 260 ↔ 60 ↦	65 (mm)	  

2 x Integral LED 3W, 300lm
 Black/Opal White

a great slimline 
universal product

HL3606   NOW: £120.00
 ↕ 260 ↔ 60 ↦	65 (mm)   

2 x Integral LED 3W, 300lm
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP54

also 
available in 
dark grey

see page 460

splendid
lighting effect

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

353

Giferspitz
Available in either a dark grey, black or polished chrome colour finish the tubular form of these 
wall lights is reminiscent of metal piping with two embedded rings at either end. The integral 
3000K LEDs give the fitting an extended longevity of use along with the durability of the fixtures 
given their IP54 rating making them suitable for outdoor use.



Images are not to scale

HL4218   NOW: £122.00
 ⤢ 210 ↕ 65 ↔	210 (mm)	  

4	x	Integral	LED	5W,	1700lm  d
 Sand Black/Opal White

HL4216   NOW: £56.00
 ↕ 160 ↔ 65 ↦	107 (mm)	  

1	x	Integral	LED	5W,	415lm  d
 Sand Black/Opal White

IP44

fixed
heads

adjustable

Wissensteinhorn
This modern range offers optimum movement of the integral LED spotlight heads. The round 

opal white shapes encase the 4000K LEDs giving the fixtures an IP44 rating which featured 
in conjunction with the bright white illumination create modern designs suitable for use in 

bathrooms. A fixed un-adjustable version is also available in the sand black finish.
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Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL4217   NOW: £113.00
 ↕ 76 ↔ 386 ↦	107 (mm)	   

3	x	Integral	LED	5W,	1275lm  d
 Sand Black/Opal White

HL4215   NOW: £134.00
 ⤢ 210 ↕ 107 ↔	210 (mm)	   

4	x	Integral	LED	5W,	1700lm  d
 Sand Black/Opal White

IP44

adjustable

adjustable

studio style lighting

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

4000K Natural White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

355



Images are not to scale

HL3742   NOW: £149.00
 ⤢ 210 ↕ 107 ↔	210 (mm)   

4	x	Integral	LED	5W,	1700lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP44

adjustable

classy poli
shed chrom

e

356

Wissensteinhorn



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL3743   NOW: £63.00
 ↕ 160 ↔ 65 ↦	107 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	5W,	415lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

HL3744   NOW: £128.00
 ↕ 76 ↔ 386 ↦	107 (mm)   

3	x	Integral	LED	5W,	1275lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP44

perfect above a bathroom mirror

crisp white light

adjustable

adjustable

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

4000K Natural White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

357



Images are not to scale

HL4214   NOW: £176.00
 ⤢ 596 ↕ 67 ↔	596 (mm)	  

4	x	Integral	LED	6W,	2210lm  d
 Sand Black/Opal White

IP44

unique style and 
ultra-modern 
centrepiece

black and opal
what a perfect combination

not only for bathrooms!

adjustable - light
can be directed 

downwards
or towards you

4000k
natural white

Daint
The wall lights in this range are sleek and modern in design with an ambient light distribution 

being emitted from the integral 4000K LEDs. The polished chrome or sand black framework 
coupled with the opal white rectangular diffusers form a reliable IP44 rated range. The range 

also offers a matching flush ceiling light so the same family can be used within one room.
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Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL4211   NOW: £78.00
 ↕ 65 ↔ 330 ↦	100 (mm)	  

1	x	Integral	LED	6W,	612lm  d
 Sand Black/Opal White

HL4212   NOW: £87.00
 ↕ 65 ↔ 486 ↦	100 (mm)	  

1	x	Integral	LED	12W,	1192lm  d
 Sand Black/Opal White

HL4213   NOW: £114.00
 ↕ 75 ↔ 627 ↦	100 (mm)	   

1	x	Integral	LED	18W,	1784lm  d
 Sand Black/Opal WhiteIP44

give any room 
a touch of class

adjustable - light
can be directed 

downwards
or towards you

adjustable

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

4000K Natural White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty
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Images are not to scale

HL3029   NOW: £185.00
 ⤢ 596 ↕ 67 ↔	596 (mm)   

4	x	Integral	LED	6W,	2210lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP44

uniform light output

sleek & modern
design

4000k
natural white not only for bathrooms!

Daint
360



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL3026   NOW: £83.00
 ↕ 65 ↔ 330 ↦	100 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	6W,	612lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

HL3027   NOW: £92.00
 ↕ 65 ↔ 486 ↦	100 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	12W,	1192lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP44

adjustable - light 
can be directed 
downwards or 

outwards

HL3028   NOW: £120.00
 ↕ 75 ↔ 627 ↦	100 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	18W,	1784lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

4000K Natural White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

361



Images are not to scale

HL3022   NOW: £162.00
 ⤢ 150 ↕ 110 ↔	710 (mm)   

2	x	Integral	LED	9W,	1153lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP44

adjustable

adjustable

Nesthorn
The tubular opal white diffusers ensure a complete ambient dispersal of lumination from 

the integral LEDs. The cool 4000K colour of the LEDs is the ideal temperature for IP44 rated 
bathroom fixtures where a bright clearer light is required. Three various wall lamps and a ceiling 

light are finished in polished chrome giving a further modern touch to the collection.
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Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL3025   NOW: £111.00
 ↕ 75 ↔ 495 ↦	120 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	12W,	795lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

HL3023   NOW: £93.00
 ↕ 340 ↔ 65 ↦	110 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	9W,	621lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

HL3024   NOW: £99.00
 ↕ 65 ↔ 495 ↦	90 (mm)   

1	x	Integral	LED	12W,	848lm  d
 Polished Chrome/Opal White

IP44

impressive uniform 
light output

ideal mirror light

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

4000K Natural White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

363



Images are not to scale

HL4391   NOW: £84.00
 ⤢ 81 ↔ 522 ↦	69 (mm)	  

1	x	Integral	LED	10W,	900lm  d
 Polished Chrome/White

IP44

pull switch

polished chrome
detail

acrylic diffuser

Soulerac
This range presents a two in one bathroom wall lamp. As well as the high powered 4000K 

integral LEDs each fitting also includes a concealed shaver socket underneath, providing a dual 
function within one fixture. Suitable for both bathroom zones 1 or 2 with a 30mA RCD, it also 
features a pull cord switch for even more ease of use. Available in white, polished chrome or 

black this is a must have bathroom lighting solution.
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co
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aled 
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Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL4390   NOW: £80.00
 ⤢ 81 ↔ 522 ↦	69 (mm)	  

1	x	Integral	LED	10W,	900lm  d
 White

HL4392   NOW: £80.00
 ⤢ 81 ↔ 522 ↦	69 (mm)	  

1	x	Integral	LED	10W,	900lm  d
 Black/White

IP44modern black
finish

4000K
natural white

dual purpose - light & power
perfect for charging shavers & 

toothbrushes 

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

4000K Natural White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty
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Images are not to scale

HL3763   NOW: £177.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	80 (mm)	  

1 x Integral LED 18W, 1080lm
 Antique Brass/White

HL3764   NOW: £177.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	80 (mm)	  

1 x Integral LED 18W, 1080lm
 Polished Chrome/White

IP44

polished 
chrome ring 
with a gentle

light

HL3768   NOW: £164.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	80 (mm)	  

1 x Integral LED 18W, 1080lm
 Sand Black/White

fashionable 
black finish

BA
TH

RO
OM Schrader

Unlike other ceiling lights, the round plate of this LED bathroom fitting sits completely flush 
against the ceiling. This eradicates the common gap seen on most fixtures caused by the bracket 
back box behind the plate, giving you a cleaner more seamless look. The 3000K LEDs are housed 

within a deep frosted glass diffuser which sits in the centre of the metal plate.
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Range Characteristics: 
3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable
3 Years Warranty



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL3047   NOW: £102.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	80 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 18W, 1620lm
 Smoked/Mirror/Opal White

HL3048   NOW: £102.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	80 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 18W, 1620lm
 Amber/Mirror/Opal White

mirror echoes 
the colour of 
the acrylic ring

IP44

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

367

Belvedere
The integral 3000K LEDs of this IP44 ceiling lights are concealed and filtered within an opal white 
diffuser. The round, mirrored glass backplate is parallel to the translucent acrylic ring creating a 
three dimensional reflective illusion encircling the central light. This harmonious effect applied to 
a flush fixture enhances the style of a low ceiling bathroom setting.



Images are not to scale

HL3750   NOW: £92.00
 ⌀ 300 ↕	85 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 12W, 750lm
 Satin Nickel/Crystalline

HL3751   NOW: £126.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	85 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 18W, 1044lm
 Satin Nickel/Crystalline

IP44

sparkling crystalline             
acrylic diffuser

BA
TH

RO
OM Hochgrabe

The textured lining on the clear diffuser of this flush ceiling light collection, successfully conceals 
the integral 3000K LEDs and also produces an attractive crystalline effect when the fitting is 

illuminated. Available in two sizes the design paired with the satin nickel finish and IP44 rating 
are a great choice for use in a bathroom with a more contemporary tone.
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Range Characteristics: 
3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable
3 Years Warranty



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL3756   NOW: £95.00
 ⌀ 300 ↕	85 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 12W, 565lm
 Satin Nickel/White

HL3757   NOW: £105.00
 ⌀ 300 ↕	85 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 12W, 565lm
 Soft Bronze/White

IP44

opal glass

decorative light spill
subtle soft 
bronze finish

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

4000K Natural White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

369

Capucin
This flush IP44 rated circular ceiling light houses 4000K integral LEDs with a total 12W 
output. The high quality LEDs are diffused by a substantial opal glass which is bordered by 
either a soft bronze or satin nickel metal frame. The traditional colour tones combined with 
modern LED technology create an ideal economic yet contemporary bathroom light.



Images are not to scale

HL3761   NOW: £93.00
 ⌀ 400 ↕	70 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 24W, 1000lm
 Silver/White

HL3762   NOW: £144.00
 ⌀ 490 ↕	80 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 36W, 1575lm
 Silver/White

IP44

decorative light spill25% - 50% - 100%
switch dimmable

acrylic diffuser

BA
TH

RO
OM Wandfluhhorn

A simplistic design with optimum lighting output. These round flush ceiling lights are specifically 
designed for bathrooms with their rating of IP44. The silver frame encircling the acrylic white 

diffuser creates a contemporary design to host the high quality 3000K integral LEDs. Available in 
two sizes the 3 step dimming function allows you to set the level of light required or preferred.
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Range Characteristics: 
3 Step-Dimmable
3000K Warm White
3 Years Warranty



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL3754   NOW: £110.00
 ⌀ 300 ↕	105 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 18W, 872lm
 White/Frosted Glass

IP44

warm gentle lighting

simplicity
& efficiency

substantial glass 
shade

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

3000K Warm White
Not Dimmable

3 Years Warranty

371

Tacul
The simplicity of this IP44 ceiling light makes it the perfect solution where cost effective, low 
ceiling bathroom lighting is more important than an intricate design. This contemporary range 
is created with a frosted glass diffuser mounted onto a white metal plate concealing the high 
quality 3000K LEDs. The 18W output provides ample illumination for the area in which it is used.



Images are not to scale

IP44

HL3755   NOW: £144.00
 ⌀ 500 ↕	95 (mm)   

1 x Integral LED 24W, 1614lm
 White Acrylic/White shimmering sparkle 

effect

have the twinkle 
of stars in 

your bathroom

acrylic diffuser

Buet
This range gives a magical and fascinating effect. The flush ceiling light was designed to be a 

central feature in the space and illuminate with a 4000K integral LED light. A specially created 
diffuser gives shimmering sparkle effect like twinking stars when illuminated which adds 

ambience to any bathroom or area where an IP44 rating is required.
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BA
TH

RO
OM

Range Characteristics: 
4000K Natural White
Not Dimmable
3 Years Warranty



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

Range Characteristics: 
Sparkle For The Bathroom

Superior Quality Crystal
Perfect For Low Ceilings

HL3057                                                                                                                                    
NOW: £143.00

 ⌀ 300 ↕	260 (mm)	  
4 x G9 25W

 Polished Chrome

HL3056                                                                                                                                    
NOW: £150.00

 ⌀ 300 ↕	290 (mm)	  
4 x G9 25W

 Polished Chrome
IP44

IP44

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

Sparkle For The Bathroom
Superior Quality Crystal
Perfect For Low Ceilings

373

Recastello
This stunning fitting hosts a mixture of different crystal cuts and shapes. The outer ring features 
the strands of square shaped crystal and the very centre drop holds a clear crystal sphere. The 
icicles around the middle of the fitting mimic water icicles and are a clever choice for this ceiling 
light as the IP44 rating makes it suitable for bathroom use.

Roignais
This stunning IP44 rated flush fitting is the perfect accompaniment to a stylish modern 
bathroom with a low ceiling. The round polished chrome plate displays rows of clear crystal 
button strands with clear crystal balls at the bottom that increase in size towards the centre, 
allowing you to bring an uncommon touch of glamour and sparkle to your bathroom.



Images are not to scale

HL3058   NOW: £81.00
 ⌀ 250 ↕	180 (mm)   

4 x G9 25W
 Polished Chrome/Clear

HL3059   NOW: £147.00
 ⌀ 350 ↕	180 (mm)   

6 x G9 25W
 Polished Chrome/Clear

IP44

181 pcs of 
glass rods

polished chrome plate
doubles the impact

BA
TH

RO
OM Redival

The round polished chrome plates offer a simplistic neutral setting to hang the generous 
number of clear glass rods which are positioned in a circular format of rows across the frame. 

The glass pieces diffuse the light emitted from the G9 lampholders which are encased to provide 
the fittings with an IP44 rating making the range suitable for bathrooms.
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Range Characteristics: 
Sparkle For The Bathroom
Superior Glass Rods
Perfect For Low Ceilings



Lamps not Included unless Integral LED

HL3054   NOW: £179.00
 ⤢ 300 ↕ 210 ↔	300 (mm)   

4 x G9 25W
 Polished Chrome

HL3053   NOW: £56.00
 ⤢ 120 ↕ 220 ↔	120 (mm)   

1 x G9 25W
 Polished Chrome

HL3055   NOW: £54.00
 ↕ 170 ↔ 90 ↦	140 (mm)   

1 x G9 25W
 Polished Chrome IP44

abundance of 
crystalglorious lights for

 glorious bathrooms

BATHROOM
Range Characteristics: 

Sparkle For The Bathroom
Superior Quality Crystal

Zone 2 Compliant

375

Cornu
Finished in polished chrome this range provides an unassuming backdrop to ensure the focal 
point of the range are the strands of clear crystal buttons. When combined with the generous 
number of crystals on each drop the format creates a crystal cube around the G9 lampholders. 
An encasing around the G9 lampholders gives each light in the range an IP44 rating.
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Harborough Lights
13, Manor Walk, Market Harborough, LE16 9BP

Tel: 01858 467716
www.harboroughlights.co.uk - dal63@hotmail.co.uk
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